TCS BaNCS Global Investments Platform

Investment Management
Wealth Advisory
Asset Management
Corporate Actions
Financial Inclusion
Wealth, asset and investment management firms worldwide are restructuring their product portfolios, simplifying operations, and designing technology-driven customer experiences for the digital era. In the quest to demonstrate value for money amidst evolving markets and pricing pressures from fintechs, they are looking for ways to develop and present strong value propositions to their customers. Prime among these is the need for a holistic advisory approach, resulting in Robo Advisory and sophisticated reporting tools that can deepen client engagement gaining popularity.

Even though the appetite for alternatives like real estate and hedge funds are growing, they remain tricky as profitability is a challenge. Tax reporting, account aggregation are also gaining traction, while cloud technology is enabling firms with access to integrated, scalable infrastructure, potentially lowering overall operating costs. Amidst all this innovation and new thinking, organizations are also finding that compliance costs can put the brakes on their innovation agendas. What they need is to simplify operations, leverage new technologies, structure data and processes to offer insights to clients—all backed by technology and infrastructure that can handle a variety of different offerings and multiple changes at scale.

Reducing the Cost of Investment Advisory and Leapfrogging QoS in Investment Processing

TCS BaNCS Global Investments Platform from Tata Consultancy Services can simplify investment management/advisory, processing capabilities and the overall technology stack at your firm, ushering in higher rates of client interest and retention. A global platform consisting of numerous components it doesn’t just reduce the number of legacy systems but also their underlying complexity. The solution’s design, functionality, and architecture can help your organization provide wealth advisory and asset management services in a transparent manner, along with dedicated infrastructure that standardizes processes across multiple entities.

The Global Investment Platform offers full range of Investment Management and Wealth Management functions including Direct Market Access, Box Management, NAV computation, Fund Distributions and Portfolio Management...

With support for 24/7, Multi-Asset, Multi-Currency, Multi-Market, Multi-Timezone & Multi-Entity
The TCS BaNCS Advantage

The TCS BaNCS solution directly affects a firm’s critical performance areas—customer servicing, business agility, organizational productivity, operating costs, and regulatory compliance—all of which have a substantial bearing on its profitability.

We collaborate with our customers to help them realize their business priorities by influencing the product roadmap as evidenced by our TCS BaNCS Dialogues Customer Program. With an agile product release strategy, strong digital core, and solution extensibility kits, we empower customers to embrace risk and design a business that is agile and adaptive to ever-evolving market and business needs.

Through our Digital First, Cloud First philosophy that drives all of our product and solution design, we help your firm transfer non-differentiated assets to the cloud or an ecosystem of industry utilities and fintech businesses. This, in turn can give your firm increased flexibility together with access to new cognitive technologies such as AI.

By empowering your organization to embrace risks, leverage new and extended ecosystems, and create exponential value—which are key elements of the TCS Business 4.0 framework—we are able to foster growth and transformation, equipping financial institutions with a clear and differentiated advantage, while also creating exponential value for your end customer.
About TCS Financial Solutions

TCS Financial Solutions is a strategic business unit of Tata Consultancy Services. Dedicated to providing business solutions to financial institutions globally, TCS Financial Solutions has compiled a comprehensive product portfolio under the brand name of TCS BaNCS. The TCS BaNCS solution suite is designed to help financial services institutions enhance end customer experience, enabling them to embrace open and innovative technologies that embody true digital customer engagement. Deployed at more than 450 installations worldwide, it is the largest collection of components, enterprise and consumer apps for the financial industry made available through the cloud, helping firms become more agile and intelligent by leveraging the power of new and extended ecosystems.

To know more about TCS BaNCS, please visit: https://www.tcs.com/bancs or write to us at tcs.bancs@tcs.com

About Tata Consultancy Services Ltd (TCS)

Tata Consultancy Services is a purpose-led transformation partner to many of the world’s largest businesses. For more than 50 years, it has been collaborating with clients and communities to build a greater future through innovation and collective knowledge. TCS offers an integrated portfolio of cognitive powered business, technology, and engineering services and solutions. The company’s 469,000 consultants in 46 countries help empower individuals, enterprises, and societies to build on belief.

Visit www.tcs.com and follow TCS news @TCS_News